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COMMERCIAL SHADE PRODUCTS



A new generation of  SHADE...
                                …flawlessly designed, expertly manufactured and professionally installed 

Aristocrat® Awnings, Shades and Canopies are manufactured by Craft-Bilt 
Manufacturing Company, a leading American manufacturer of residential and 
commercial remodeling and new construction products since 1946. Craft-Bilt 
utilizes the latest advancements in technology, electronics and engineering 
to create beautifully crafted and long lasting products truly worthy of their 
Aristocrat name.  

If your goal is to utilize your space more effectively, provide added comfort for your 
patrons or reduce cooling costs, Aristocrat has the solution. Our customers tell us that 
they choose Aristocrat because of the quality and durability of our offerings and the 
longevity of our company. Meticulous care is taken in each step of our manufacturing 
process to ensure everything leaving our factory meets your and our high standards. 
We stand behind our products with the strongest warranty in the industry. 
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Engineered shade solutions
Under the cool shade of an Aristocrat Retractable Awning, your customers will enjoy 
the outdoors while being sheltered from the sun. Awnings are opened and closed 
at your discretion and never need seasonal removal. Motorized options allow you 
to easily control your awning at the push of a button while optional sensors can 
automatically operate it if sun, wind or rain is detected. With many models, features 
and options, custom sizes and over 100 fabrics from our exclusive collection, you can 
select the perfect awning to complement your business. Have a big outdoor space? 
Our awnings can span up to 41’ with one continuous piece of sewn fabric. 

Did you know that awnings:
• Reduce indoor temperatures by as much as 15 degrees
• Cut cooling costs by as much as 52%
• Protect furnishings and decks from fading
• Reduce the solar heat gain of windows by as much as 70%
• Block harmful UV rays that cause skin cancer by as much as 94%
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Enhance any project with our Window, Door and Porch 
Awnings or the sleek elegance of Drop Shades 
Window Awnings add style to your storefront and catch patrons’ eyes as they walk or drive by. 
They can also substantially lower air conditioning costs by blocking the summer sun from heating 
window and transferring that heat inside your building. Door Awnings provide shade and shelter 
outside your doorways keeping the entryway dry and clear of debris. Choose from a variety of 
awning models and sizes and over 100 exclusive fabrics to add a distinctive look to your business. 

You can even add customized printing with your company’s logo or marketing message to 
strengthen brand awareness.

COTTAGE® AWNINGS
Drop-arm Retractable 
Awnings can be adjusted to 
any position, blocking the 
sun’s glare throughout the 
day. Cottage Awnings on 
your facade allow customers 
to enjoy dining or sitting by 
your windows without having 
to worry about the glare or 
heat from the sun. 

DrOp ShADES
An economical addition 
to block the sun or add 
privacy to outdoor areas, 
Drop Shades can even help 
block some rain and wind 
in outdoor seating areas. 
Hooks on the bottom rail can 
keep them securely in place. 
When not in use,  they are 
fully retractable.

BASKET AWNINGS 
Awnings installed above your 
doors, windows or porches provide 
year-round protection from 
the sun and rain. Durable and 
manufactured to withstand the 
elements, Basket Awnings draw 
attention to the exterior of your 
business and help it stand out from 
your competition. Stationary or 
retractable options available.

WINDOW / DOOR / PORCH AWNINGS  •   DROP SHADES
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Glass windows and doors allow your patrons to take in views of natural surroundings, 
but they also let in heat from the sun and increase your cooling costs. Exterior Solar 
Shades drastically improve the efficiency of your windows and doors by blocking the 
sun’s heat before it reaches the glass and increases the temperature inside. 50% of 
the solar heat entering a space comes through the glass accounting for approximately 
20% of the load on an air conditioning system. Exterior Solar Shades reduce solar 
heat gain and block 78% to 99% of UV rays reducing cooling costs for additional 
energy savings. They also reduce glare while keeping the interior of your business 
cooler and your customers more comfortable without obscuring the view.  

Our Exterior Solar Shades are custom manufactured to cover your windows and doors 
with a variety of cassette and guide options, sizes, colors and exclusive designer 
fabrics to keep the heat out! From opaque solution-dyed acrylic to transparent screen 
fabric or even clear vinyl options, you can find the perfect fabric for the atmosphere 
you wish to create. You can even personalize the shade with custom printing options, 
including your business name, logo or marketing message for greater visibility. 

 

Control the sun’s heat before it hits your windows

EXTERIOR SOLAR SHADES
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MOTORIZED SCREENS  •  ZIPPER SOLAR SHADES

Our Solar Shade Series II “Zipper” system creates a completely closed, retractable screen room that 
keeps out unwanted pests, while also filtering out the sun. Perfect for outdoor dining and seating 
areas, waterfront businesses or group event spaces where insects bother your patrons and clients. 
You can now provide them with a screened area when they need it or an open space when they 
want it. Transition between the two with the touch of a button and keep bothersome insects away!

Transformable spaces . . . go from an open porch or 
patio to a screened-in space in seconds

Motorized Screens - an easy and practical solution to keep unwanted mosquitoes, gnats, bees and flies from spoiling your guests’ outdoor dining 
experience. As the screens are lowered, the fabric or screen material locks into an innovative zipper track system, shutting out the pesky insects!
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HORIZONTAL SHADES

Most shade products add protection from overhead sun, but the morning 
and evening sun can be just as harsh. Horizontal Shades are pulled 
sideways and come with semi-transparent screen fabric or opaque 
solution-dyed acrylic. They add privacy to outdoor areas or obscure less 
than perfect views. Simply pull the shade from its side cassette and hook it 
onto either a wall or floor-mounted post.

Horizontal Shades have numerous applications. They can be mounted to an 
existing structure, our Aristocrat Canopy, Tension Shade System or wall-
mounted to add side shade under awnings.

The easy-pull system and roller wheel enables the shade to easily glide 
across the ground. A safety brake will stop the shade from rolling up if it is 
accidentally released, preventing damage to the fabric. 

Add privacy and sun protection from the side
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PATIO COVERS  •   CARPORTS

Aristocrat Patio Covers are permanent structures 
that shield your customers from the harsh sun, 
snow and rain and help protect your outdoor 
dining or seating areas from fading and weather 
damage. The covers also shelter patrons from 
unpredictable summer storms.

By adding a carport to your hotel, resort 
entranceway or valet drop-off, you can shelter 
your patrons from inclement weather, keeping 
them dry and comfortable as they begin their 
vacation or enjoy a night out.

• Maintenance-free with an enamel finish that 
never needs painting

• Fully engineered, code-compliant roof panels 
can be installed as a gable or slope roof 
featuring built-in, color-matched gutters 

• Quality roof system made from strong, 
durable extruded aluminum 

• Installed to meet local building codes

• For added privacy or weather and bug 
protection choose Solar Shades, Motorized 
Screens or Drop Shades on any or all sides 

• Frame colors: White, Desert Sand and 
Earthstone

• Color-matched railings can complete the look 
in a seamless fashion 

We’ve got you covered!



Aristocrat’s innovative Canopy system offers a flexible shading solution, creating 
valuable outdoor seating for restaurants, golf or country clubs, cafes, swim clubs or 
wherever you need protection from the sun. Our freestanding canopy can be placed 
almost anywhere: over an outdoor dining area, by a pool, over a hot tub, on a boat 
dock, in a courtyard, on a deck and more. You can also mount a canopy to your 
building where it not only offers a shady spot for customers and employees to sit, dine 
or relax, but it will also help reduce energy costs by blocking the sun from entering your 
space. Decorative rafters can be added to transform the Canopy 
into the classic look of a Pergola. The same trolley system can also 
bring cool shade when installed beneath existing pergola structures.  

• Blocks up to 94% of UV rays, which can lead to skin cancer 
• Over 100 exclusive designer fabrics     
• Side Curtains or Solar Shades, on any or all sides, can create a retractable 

cabana pool-side offering privacy and blocking sun and light wind underneath  

   

Create tranquil seating areas - cool, comfortable   
and covered

CANOPIES •  PERGOLA CANOPIES •  UNDER-PERGOLA SYSTEMS
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Transform your outdoor space into a shady retreat
Reclaim the outdoors from the sweltering sun with our newest innovation in shade solutions, 
the Tension Shade System, which adds a modern look and feel and often replaces pipe-
frame or fixed-frame awnings where a larger projection is required. Engineered to cover 
large decks, patios, pergolas or glass roofs, Tension Shades help your customers enjoy 
summer days without the heat and harmful rays of the sun. They will appreciate the extra 
step you take in providing sun protection.

With two Aristocrat Tension Shade Systems (TS and TS2) to choose from, pick the model 
that best fits your needs. 

 

Aristocrat Tension Shade Systems have some of the largest fabric areas to cover spacious outdoor locations and are efficient in shading customers, 
employees and clients from the heat of the sun. They are a practical and easy-to-care for shade solution and a great way to control the sun 
underneath pergolas or glass roofs. A stylish addition to outdoor terraces, pool areas, pergola structures or rooftop lounges, they create additional 
space for events or gatherings on hot summer days.  

With the push of a button, fabric glides smoothly along 
the rigid framework and when shade is no longer needed, 
the fabric retracts into its cassette, where it is protected 
from the elements.

Custom manufactured with over 100 exclusive designer 
fabric options, it’s easy to find a system that complements 
your space. Tension Shades can be installed above 
or below existing structures or mounted to a wall with 
aluminum framework and color-matched legs for support. 
They are versatile and customizable shade solutions to 
help keep your clientele more comfortable.

TS

TS2

• Must be mounted above or below an existing structure

• Perfect for adding shade under glass roofs or pergolas

• Can be mounted above an existing structure, or to a 
wall with a support structure

• Horizontal Shades or Solar Shade Series II can be 
mounted to the TS2 leg system

TENSION SHADE SYSTEMS
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Our Aluminum and Glass Structural Railing Systems provide safety and security for 
your patrons. When quality and durability matter, these fully engineered structural 
railings are a stylish addition. Beautifully crafted and maintenance-free, our railings 
are custom built on-site to provide a seamless blend with your architecture.  

• Fully engineered structural railings in your choice of color-matched aluminum 
pickets or tempered glass panel railings 

• Our unique crossover means that the handrails run over the posts for a straighter, 
stronger railing that has fewer joints than other systems 

• Frame colors: White, Desert Sand, Earthstone, Black
• Tempered glass panels in clear, tinted or frosted
• Posts in 2 ¼”, 3” or 5 ½” widths
• Pickets available in widths of  

5/8” or 1 ½” 
• Railings can be built A.D.A. compliant

Add the perfect complement to your exterior 
with elegant railings that are both beautifully 
crafted and built to last!

ALUMINUM & GLASS RAIL INGS
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SHADE PRODUCT SPEC SHEETS

At Aristocrat, we pride ourselves in being a little different from other shade product companies, and those differences are important. Our offerings are about options and choices to 
customize the look of your shade products and the level of protection you would like for your fabric.

ESTATE FrAME OpTIONS

Base model With tray With back, hood & 
tray

Our most popular awning, 
the Estate, can come as a 
base model, with a tray, with 
a hood and tray or with a 
back, hood and tray.

BrOAD LINE OF prODuCTS

Base-model EkoFull-cassette VillaFull-cassette Manor

FLuSh MOuNTED

Estate and Manor Awnings are 
flush mounted to your facade 
providing a lower-profile 
appearance and preventing rain 
and debris from getting behind 
the awning and damaging or 
dirtying the fabric. 

ShADE prODuCT ACCESSOrIES

Light Kit

LED lights attach to 
the awning’s arms 
illuminating your 
outdoor area

Sun & rain SensorWind Sensor   

Automatically 
opens and closes 
the product when 
wind, sun or rain   
is detected 

Vario Valance  - Available on Estate & Estate SlimFit

Control shade products 
from Android or Apple 
smartphones or tablets, 
even when not at work 

Somfy MyLink

Screen or acrylic fabric 
drops from front profile        

5’ 1” to 20’ width 
52” max drop 
11’ 6” max projection

ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATIONS  
available upon request

Width 
Available in 1” increments

6’ 11” to 41’ 5’ 1” to 14’ 7” 17’ 6” to 23’

projection
4’ 11”  •  6’ 7”  •  8’ 2” 

9’ 10”  •  11’ 6”  •  13’ 1”
6’ 7”  •  8’ 2”  •  9’ 10” 

11’ 6”  •  13’ 1”
14’ 9”  •  16’ 5”  

Requires telescoping legs

Base model • Tray (greater than 18’ width) 
Hood & Tray (greater than 23’ width) 

Base model Tray

Tray (18’ width or less)  
Hood (23’ width or less)  •  Back

Tray  •  Hood  •  Back Hood

Frame Color         White          Sandstone         Earthstone  White

Steel square bar

Aluminum square bar

Operation Manual • Motorized (powered by                )

Fabric Solution-dyed acrylic

Valance 11 standard styles  •  Custom styles •  Lettering options

Accessories Wind sensor  •  Sun & rain sensor  •  Vario valance  •  Light kit  •  MyLink Light kit  •  MyLink  (Actively monitor awning when in use)

Base Model  •  Semi Cassette Base Model • Semi Cassette Semi Cassette 

Fits narrow spaces Extra-Long projection

ESTATE ESTATE SLIM-FIT ESTATE XLP

Telescoping legs attach to 
mounting plates after the 
awning is fully extended 

PROJECTION

W
IDTH

Standard

Optional

Standard

Frame

Optional

RETRACTABLE PATIO & DECK AWNINGS

MOuNTING OpTIONS

Wall mount Soffit mount Roof mount

Roof Mounting Bracket

Mounting Bracket

a

a

a

Frame 
Support
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Width 
Available in 1” increments

7’ 9” to 23’ 6’ 7” to 23’ 6’ 11” to 23’

projection 6’ 11”  •  8’ 6”  •  10’ 2”
4’ 11” • 6’ 7” • 8’ 2” 

9’ 10” • 11’ 6” • 13’ 1”
4’ 11” • 6’ 7” • 8’ 2” 

9’ 10” • 11’ 6” • 13’ 1”

Base model
Cassette 

Tray (greater than 18’ width)
Hood • Bottom cover  

Tray (greater than 18’ width)

Hood with tray Tray (18’ width or less) Back  •  Tray (18’ width or less)

Frame Color     White          
     White          Sandstone      

    Earthstone

Steel square bar Awning doesn’t require 
a square bar

Steel square bar

Aluminum square bar Aluminum square bar

Operation Manual • Motorized (powered by                )

Fabric Solution-dyed acrylic

Valance
11 standard styles  •  Custom styles 

Lettering options
11 standard styles  •  Custom styles  •  Lettering options 

Valance included but not attached 

Accessories Wind sensor  •  Sun & rain sensor  •  Light kit (Eko only)  •  MyLink 

   

Base Model • Semi Cassette Full Cassette Full Cassette 

EKO VILLA MANOR

RETRACTABLE PATIO & DECK AWNINGS

Standard

Optional

Standard

Optional

WINDOW & PORCH AWNINGS DROP SHADES

COTTAGE® AWNINGS & DROP SHADES

Width 
Available in 1” increments

3’ to 32’ 3’ to 16’ 3’ to 32’ 3’ to 16’

projection/Drop 24”  •   31”  •  39”  •  47”  63” 
24” •  31” • 39” • 47” 

63” (manual only)
3’ 1” to 16’ 

Available in 1” increments

 

3’ 1” to 8’ (motorized)

3’ 1” to 9’ (manual)

Available in 1” increments 

White

Desert Sand          Earthstone          Sandstone          Quaker Bronze
Additional custom colors available

Operation Manual • Motorized (powered by                ).....................

Fabric Solution-dyed acrylic Solution-dyed acrylic  •  Screen fabric

Valance 11 standard styles  •  Custom styles  •  Lettering options N/A

Accessories Sun & rain sensor  •  MyLink MyLink  (Actively monitor shade when in use)

   

No cassette With cassette No cassette With cassette

No cassette

With cassette

Cassette closed

Drop-Arm retractable Awnings Vertical Shades

WIDTH

PROJECTION

WIDTH

DR
O

P

With cassetteNo cassette

Standard

Optional

Frame

Frame 
Support

Frame 
Color
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SOLAR SHADE SERIES I

SOLAR SHADES

One cassette size with four guide options

Width / projection 
Available in ¼” increments

3’ to 14’

Drop / height 
Available in ¼” increments

2’ 1” to 10’  •  Track with awning: Projection 20”

Guide
4mm stainless steel cable  •  10mm stainless steel rod 

Track  •  Track with awning

White

    Desert Sand          Earthstone          Sandstone          Quaker Bronze 
Additional custom colors available

Operation Manual • Motorized (powered by                )

Fabric Solution-dyed acrylic • Screen fabric

Accessories Sun & rain sensor  •  MyLink

Additional 
Information

Units can be joined together  
(manual up to 18’ and motorized up to 55’) 

Cable rod Track

Track  
with  
Awning

DR
O

P

WIDTH

PROJECTION

WIDTH

DR
O

P

Optional

Standard

STATIONARY RETRACTABLE  •  STATIONARY

BASKET AWNINGS

Width 
Available in 1” increments

2’ to 20’ 2’ to 20’ 4’ to 18’

projection/Drop 
Available in 1” increments

12” to 72” 
(projection cannot be larger than two 

times the drop)

12” to 72” 
(drop and projection must be equal)

12” to 72” 
(drop and projection must be equal, 
projection cannot exceed half of the 

width)

Frame Fixed frame Retractable frame • Fixed frame 

Frame Color White

Operation N/A
 Awnings gather up - they do not roll 

Retractable options: Pull cord or manual gear 

Fabric Solution-dyed acrylic

Valance 11 standard styles  •  Custom styles  •  Lettering options

ribbed rounded

Variable drop, width and projection Variable width • Equal drop and projection

Traditional

DR
O

P
WIDTH

PROJECTION

DR
O

P

WIDTH

PROJECTION

Frame Color
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CANOPY UNDER-PERGOLA CANOPY

CANOPIES & UNDER-PERGOLA CANOPIES

Width 
Available in 1” increments

3’ 1” to 23’

projection 
Available in 1” increments

3’ 1” to 18’

   height
 Top of frame 
  to mounting  
    surface

8’ 6” (up to 18’ wide) 
8’ 9” (widths wider than 18’)

N/A

8’ 10” to 11’ No height restrictions for existing structures

White          Earthstone

Desert Sand          Sandstone          Quaker Bronze 
Additional custom colors available

Mounting Freestanding  •  Wall  •  Roof Mounts under existing pergola, alcove or other structure
Operation Manual • Motorized (powered by                )

Fabric              Single layer: Solution-dyed acrylic  •   Double layer: Solution-dyed acrylic / vinyl  material

Accessories Sun & rain sensor  •  MyLink

Side Options 
on any or all sides

    Built-in Side Curtains from 3’ 1” to 18’ wide; 
    Solar Series II and Horizontal Shades are  
    also available

    Solar Series I and II, Horizontal and Drop  
    Shade products can be mounted to an  
    existing structure

   

The addition of rafters  
(up to 18’ in length)  
turns a Canopy into a  

Pergola Canopy

WIDTH      gf

“WIDTH” is measured 
on the draped side  

of the unit

Canopy shown 
installed under 
an existing 
wood pergola

a

HE
IG

HT

WIDTH
PROJECTION

retractable Canopy & pergola Canopy under-pergola Canopy System

a

WIDTHPROJECTION

Aluminum structure with fabric trolley unit Fabric trolley unit only

a

a

Standard

Standard

Optional

Optional

SOLAR SHADE SERIES II HORIZONTAL SHADES

SOLAR SHADES & HORIZONTAL SHADES

Width / projection
Small Cassette:   3’ to 9’ 

Large Cassette:  3’ to 16’ (wider than 13’: motorized only, 8’ max drop) 
Available in ¼” increments

2’ 1” to 13’ 
Available in 1” increments

Drop / height
Small Cassette: 2’ 1” to 8’ 

Large Cassette:  2’ 1” to 12’ 
Available in ¼” increments 

3’ 6” to 8’ 
Available in 1” increments

Guide Track  • Zipper Mounting post attaches to wall or floor

         White        Desert Sand   
         Earthstone

White

    Sandstone         Quaker Bronze 
Additional custom colors available

    Desert Sand         Earthstone 

Sandstone           Quaker Bronze 
Additional custom colors available

Operation Manual • Motorized (powered by                ) Manual

Fabric Solution-dyed acrylic • Screen fabric

Accessories Sun & rain sensor  •  MyLink N/A

Two cassette sizes with two guide options horizontal Shade

Standard

Optional

Track 

Motorized Screens

Track with Zipper

Opening unit to latch 
onto a floor post

Mounting post attaches to 
wall or floorDR

O
P

WIDTH

HE
IG

HT

PROJECTION

a

Frame Color

Frame 
Color
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ABOVE existing 
structure

Tension 
guides on  
side of unit

TENSION SHADE (TS) TENSION SHADE STRUCTURE (TS2)

TENSION SHADE SYSTEMS

Width 
Available in 1” increments

5’ 1” to 20’ 5’ 1” to 23’

projection 
Available in 1” increments

4’ 1” to 15’ 6’ 9” to 20’

   height
 Top of frame 
  to mounting  
     surface

  N/A 8’ to 11’ (wall mount with legs only) 

 No height restrictions for existing structures

White          Earthstone

N/A Desert Sand          Sandstone          Quaker Bronze 
Additional custom colors available

Mounting Mounts above or below existing pergola, glass roof or structure Mounts above existing pergola, structure or to a wall with legs
Operation Motorized pulley system (powered by                ) Motorized gas cylinder (powered by                )

Fabric Solution-dyed acrylic
Accessories Sun & rain sensor  •  MyLink

Side Options 
On any or all sides

Solar Series II or Horizontal Shade products can be mounted to  
unit’s support structure or to an existing structure a

a

Fabric cassette only Fabric cassette with or without legs

Mounts to existing structures only

BELOW existing structure

PROJECTION

WIDTH

Tension 
guides 
inset 12-36” 
from edge  
of unit

a

HE
IG

HT

WIDTH

PROJECTION

Mounts to a wall or roof with legs or above existing structures

Standard

Standard

Optional

Optional

A.  Arm shoulder pitch adjuster - stainless bolts, extruded and drop-forged components 

B.  Fabric tray - keeps fabric tight as it moves, minimizes roller tube sag and protects fabric  

C.  heavy duty springs - maintain the right tension to keep fabric beautifully taut 

D.  heavy duty elbows - dual cables wrapped in vinyl for extra durability

E.  Front profile bracket - Teflon® coated for a smooth, quiet glide 

F.  Integrated gutter system - front profile channels water out the front of the awning

Square bar support - 40mm galvanized steel (Manor/Estate/Eko)

heavy duty mounting brackets - on all models (Manor/Estate/Eko/Villa)

heavy duty shoulder assemblies - in place of square bar (Villa)

Stainless steel fasteners - durable and covered with color matched caps for a sleek look

Baked-on enamel and powder coated - no maintenance finish 

Limited lifetime transferable warranty - on awning frame

Craft-Bilt fabric collection - world’s finest selection of exclusive solution-dyed acrylic fabrics

Fabric sewn exclusively with translucent GoreTM Tenara® thread lasts the lifetime of the fabric 

Craft-Bilt Fabric Guarantee - against rot, mildew and variations in dimensional stability and color 

12-YEAR WARRANTY on Craft-Bilt collection Northport Series fabrics 
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Our awning has it!

INDUSTRY LEADING WARRANTIES
Shade products

Covered by a limited lifetime warranty against 
manufacturer’s defects on frame components, a 12-year 
warranty on Craft-Bilt Northport Collection fabrics, 
a 12-year warranty on moving parts and a 5-year 
warranty on motors, gears and electronic controls

Aluminum and Glass Structural railings

Covered by a 10-year manufacturer’s warranty on 
aluminum components, including frames, posts, rails and 
pickets 

patio Covers and Carports 

Covered by a 15-year manufacturer’s warranty on 
workmanship and materials

When you purchase an Aristocrat product, you can 
feel confident that your investment will stand the test 
of time. Craft-Bilt Manufacturing Company has earned 
a reputation for integrity, quality and reliability by 
upholding the manufacturing and service standards set by 
our company founder, Bud Stone, in 1946. 

Bringing you quality products begins with our workforce. 
We emphasize this focus in our mission statement: 
Enthusiastic Employees . . . Flawless Performance . . . 
Delighted Customers.                                                                                      

Frame 
Color
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Installed above      
an existing structure 
or pergola



To learn more about Aristocrat Awnings,  
Shades and Canopies CALL TODAY!

© 2016 Craft-Bilt Manufacturing Co, Inc., Souderton PA • Information subject to change without notice.

www.AristocratAwnings.com


